City of Burlington, WI
Brand Guidelines
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Why Brand Integrity Matters

The Burlington, WI brand identity is the product of a thorough, months-long
qualitative and quantitative research process known as GSearch that set the
positioning guardrails for our design process - and ultimately the dynamic,
colorful logo discussed in these pages. The goal of this document is to ensure
brand consistency and integrity as the identity is used across multiple
platforms by a widening array of users. At the City of Burlington, we are
believers in our new brand identity and the process that produced it. It is our
shared responsibility to do everything we can to ensure we take good care of
our brand now and in the future. Doing so will allow us to create as much
brand equity as possible. For more information, please refer to page 12 of this
document for the Brand Narrative, a summary of the City of Burlington brand
identity in written form.
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Burlington Logo, Meaning and Logo Lockups

These are the approved logo lockups. Great care and design
consideration has been taken to ensure these are readable,
recognizable and balanced. Do not alter the lockups in any way.

The mark itself represents a leaf and stem. It symbolizes life in
the City of Burlington and its best attributes: health, growth,
Mother Nature (by which we are lucky to be surrounded),
hope, peace, unity, and the deep roots many of the City's
citizens share and enjoy. Burlington is a little city where
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< Burlington Primary Logo Lockup – Vertical or Stacked
This is the main logo to be used in vertical applications.

people can dream big and live their best lives.
The top of the leaf suggests quality of life: affordable and
comfortable housing, accessible neighborhoods, a thriving
economy and convivial culture. The left side of the leaf
represents all the things green Burlington citizens enjoy –
trees, plants, the agricultural fields that surround us, our
back yards and growth and renewal. The right side suggests
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< Burlington Primary Logo Lockup – Horizontal
This is the main logo to be used in horizontal applications.
WISCONSIN

the lakes, rivers and shorelines we share.

< Burlington Leaf Secondary Mark – Leaf
There may be applications that require a mark only.
When a wordless symbol is familiar enough, it can help a
your brand appear more personal and less corporate. Use
discretion when using this mark alone until your audience
becomes accustomed to seeing it in use.
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Burlington Logo Clear Space and Minimum Requirements

Minimum Size
Establishing a minimum size ensures that the
impact and legibility of the logo is not compromised
in application. Anything size smaller than the sizes
below, consider using a black and white logo.

< Clear Space

To ensure legibility, always keep a minimum clear
space around the logo. This space isolates the mark
from any competing graphic elements that might
conflict with, overcrowd, and lessen the impact of
the mark.
The minimum clear space for the Burlington
Vertical (Stacked) logo lockup is equal to 1/4 the
height of the icon (marked as × in the diagram).

Burlington

Burlington
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Print minimum size for Burlington Vertical (Stacked) logo lockup: 3/4” wide

Digital minimum size for Burlington Vertical (Stacked) logo lockup: 40 pixels wide

The minimum clear space for the Burlington
Horizontal logo lockup is equal to 1/4 the height
of the icon (marked as × in the diagram.
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The minimum clear space for the Burlington Leaf
Secondary Mark is equal to 1/4 the height of the
icon (marked as × in the diagram).

Burlington
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Print minimum size for Burlington Horizontal logo lockup: 1 1/4” wide

Digital minimum size for Burlington Horizontal logo lockup: 72 pixels wide
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Print minimum size for Burlington Leaf Secondary Mark: 1/2” high

Digital minimum size for Burlington Leaf Secondary Mark: 20 pixels high
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Burlington Color Palette

Burlington Color Usage
< Full Color – used in most
instances if possible.
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Primary Brand Colors
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Grays

CITY OF
PMS

471

PMS

376

PMS

659

PMS

439

PMS

Warm Gray 1

PMS

Cool Gray 11

RGB

187 | 97 | 37

RGB

128 | 88 | 0

RGB

121 | 163 | 220

RGB

68 | 54 | 53

RGB

215 | 210 | 203

RGB

84 | 86 | 90

CMYK

21 | 70 | 100 | 8

CMYK

56 | 3 | 100 | 0

CMYK

516 | 28 | 0 | 0

CMYK

60 | 66 | 62 | 54

CMYK

10 | 10 | 11 | 0

CMYK

66 | 57 | 51 | 29

HEX

b86125

HEX

84bd00

HEX

7896cf

HEX

453536

HEX

D7D2CB

HEX

53565a
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< Black and White – used
in most instances where
simplicity of print and
legibility is needed.
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< Single Color – used in
instances where holding
color and readability will
be difficult due to
size or application.
Depending on application, use one of the
Primary colors only.

< Reverse – used in
instances where the
icon will need legibility
on a black or dark
background. Depending
on application, one of
the Primary colors may
be used as well.
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Secondary Brand Colors

PMS

135

PMS

485

PMS

7441

PMS

453

RGB

253 | 197 | 87

RGB

225 | 37 | 27

RGB

160 | 92 | 91

RGB

194 | 1864 | 152

CMYK

0 | 24 | 76 | 0

CMYK

6 | 98 | 100 | .6

CMYK

45 | 73 | 0 | 0

CMYK

25 | 22 | 43 | 0

HEX

fcc954

HEX

d42e12

HEX

9f5cc0

HEX

c9c7a6
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< Legibility on Dark
and Light Backgrounds –
clear contrast and
readability must be
maintained when using
the logo on a dark or light
background.
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Burlington Fonts

Burlington Logo Misuse

Logotype
Gordian Bold has been customized for Burlington.
Careful consideration has been made in the tagline
spacing and weight. Do not customize or deviate
from this lockup.

Headline fonts – Gordian Medium and Bold
Gordian Bold and Medium are both mainly used for headline applications
in web and print. Depending on the application and point size, you can
choose between the two weights. At larger sizes, medium is a good weight
to use – smaller sizes, bold.

Gordian Bold
CITY OF
WISCONSIN

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Quarto Semibold
Tagline
Gordian Regular is used for the tagline. Careful
consideration has been made in the tagline spacing
and weight. Do not customize or deviate from this
lockup.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Text font - Gordian Regular
Gordian Regular is mainly used for body text applications in web and
print.

Gordian Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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Consistent and accurate presentation of the logo reinforces
awareness of the brand and ensures the legal protection of
identity. To help avoid misuse, follow the guidelines and
standards shown in this guide, and use only approved logo files.
— Do not alter the logo in any way by changing or adding
elements, or only using portions of it unless specified in
this guide.
— Never change the logo’s color or orientation unless
specified in this guide.
— Do not redraw the logo in any way.
— Do not change the font.
— Do not place logo on patterned or encumbering
backgrounds that render the logo illegible.
— Do not separate logo components unless using in
the approved way.
— Do not recreate or rearrange the logo lockups.
— Do not change scale, skew or rotate any logo in its
intended lockup.
— Do not change the design of any logo.
— Do not change or vary the colors of the approved
color palette.
— Do not combine the logo or shield/icon with any
other design, graphic, text or other element.
— Do not horizontally or vertically distort the logo.
— Do not change the scale of the logo unless it is
proportionately scaled.
— Do not change the arrangement of the preferred
logo lockup.
— Do not violate the clear space or place the logo within
a shape.
— Do not apply a drop shadow.
— Do not create a custom logo for specific purposes.
This dilutes the prime identity.
— Do not use the old Burlington logo.

Patterned Backgrounds
Do not place any Savant logo or
lockup over busy, patterned
backgrounds that
render the logo illegible.
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Photographic Backgrounds
Do not place the full color logo
or logo lockup over a photographic background that will
inhibit readability. There must be
contrast for legibility so consider
using a one color logo or reverse
logo in these instances.
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Brand Palette
Do not place the full color logo or
logo lockup over a solid brand
color. If a brand color is used as a
background color, use a one color
logo or reverse logo in these
instances.
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Color Usage
Do not reproduce the logo or tag
line in any colors other than the
approved brand colors.
Rearranging of Sizing of Logo
Elements
Do not alter the placement or
size of graphics of the logo.
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City of Burlington Positioning Narrative

The City of Burlington, WI (City + Town pop. 21,146). It is an

Burlington is friendly, walkable and accessible with a pleasing

easy community in which to be in touch with nature -

array of local shopping and dining options as well as excellent

enveloped as it is with open spaces, dotted by lakes and

representation of large national chains.

criss-crossed by rivers and trails. People wave to each other
and stop to talk here in the heart of the leafy, green,
hand-built Midwestern United States of America.

surrounding source markets such as Kenosha, Milwaukee and
Racine where some of its residents work - and from which

The City of Burlington has easy access to major metropolitan

those communities' residents commute to Burlington for

areas of Milwaukee and Chicago as well as Madison and

employment. And, the community has benefited from a

Rockford. But, it offers residents the comforting, friendly

recent surge in investment in small businesses by local

advantages of easy small town Wisconsin living. And the

residents who believe in our future.

community has a remarkably diverse economy featuring
manufacturing, healthcare and other industries.

If you’re looking for a safe, peaceful community in which to
settle and perhaps raise a family - or enjoy the one you already

Healthcare is an especially bright star in the City of

have - come for a visit, where people consider themselves

Burlington’s lively economy. As you likely know, healthcare is

lucky to be part of a truly unique unicorn of a community. You

an industry that is expected to grow in the United States for

may never want to leave.

many years to come. In fact, the healthcare sector is expected
to add 6 million jobs in the U.S. between 2019 and 2029. We
are well-positioned to take advantage of this trend.
The City and Town of Burlington have excellent K-12 education
as well as post-secondary options locally and regionally.
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The City of Burlington has a symbiotic relationship with

If you’re considering where to locate a business in the center of
the nation’s hard-working breadbasket, come for a visit. You will
see why Burlington is exactly the kind of community to which
the workforce of the future will be attracted - and remain.
Welcome home to Burlington, Wisconsin.
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Contact and Support
This document provides and explains specific guidelines and general, functional
recommendations for the use of the Burlington brand identity. Use of this guide will
ensure proper implementation, control and maintenance of the new brand identity.
The goal is a uniformly high-quality and consistent image for all communications and
applications that carry the Burlington brand identity.
If you have any questions or comments regarding this guide, please contact:
Carina Walters
City Administrator
262.342.1161
cwalters@burlington-wi.gov

